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perlu diimplementasikan sebagai bahan ajar dalam pembelajaran bahasa Indonesia 

kelas X dalam KD 3.14 Menilai hal yang dapat diteladnani dari teks biografi. 

Kompetensi Dasar (KD) tersebut dimuat dalam kurikulum 2013 edisi revisi. 

 

Kata Kunci: Teks biografi, “Pahlawan Nasional Bukan Untuk Gus Dur” unsur 

keteladanan, bahan ajar bahasa Indonesia kelas X 

 

ANALYSIS OF EXEMPLARY ELEMENTS IN BIOGRAPHIC TEXT 

ABDURAHMAN WAHID AS A CLASS X ALTERNATIVE TEACHING 

MATERIALS 

ABSTRACT 

Biographical text is a narrative text which contains the story of a character in his 

life. Biographical texts are usually written by someone based on reliable 

information. A character in a biographical text is usually a person who is respected 

by the wider community and has done a lot of good things during his life so that his 

life story can be imitated by others. Biographical texts also have characteristics. 

The characteristics contained in biographical texts include the biographical text that 

must contain information based on accountable data. Second, in the biographical 

text there is a clear writing structure, namely orientation, events and problems, 

reorientation. Third, biographical texts have linguistic elements, including 

conjunctions, word references, events and places and verbs. The problem in this 

research is how the exemplary elements in Abdurahman Wahid's biographical text 

entitled "national heroes are not for Gus Dur" and how it is implemented as an 

alternative to teaching learning materials in schools. In this connection the writer is 

interested in conducting research to analyze exemplary elements in Abdurahman 

Wahid's biographical text as an alternative to class X Indonesian language teaching 

materials. The author formulates the problems posed, namely: 1) What are the 

exemplary elements contained in the biographical text of Abdurhman Wahid? 2) 

Can exemplary elements in biographical texts be role models for students? 3) How 

can the use of the results of the study be used as teaching materials for learning 

biographical texts in schools in Indonesian subjects? The method used in this 

research is descriptive qualitative method. The source of data in this study is 

Abdurahman Wahid's biographical text entitled "national heroes not for Gus Dur". 

The technique that the writer uses to analyze is a qualitative descriptive technique 

which is implemented in this study including: reading, processing data, presenting 

data, data analysis procedures and conclusions. The results showed that in 

Abdurahman Wahid's biographical text entitled "a national hero not for Gus Dur" 

there are exemplary elements which include religion, nationalism, integrity, self-

reliance and mutual cooperation. The results of the analysis of this study need to be 

implemented as teaching materials in learning Indonesian for class X in KD 3.14. 

Assessing things that can be exemplified from biographical texts. These Basic 

Competencies (KD) are included in the revised 2013 edition of the curriculum. 


